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Abstract—Today’s airplane passengers are also demanding
Internet-based services such as video streaming or web services.
While providing cost-efficient solutions in core networks is
already quite challenging, providing Internet-based services in
the air reaches even a new dimension of problem complexity.
Not only routing and placement problems need to be solved in
the core network, but also new types of link connections, i.e., AirTo-Ground (A2G) connections from satellites and Direct Air-ToGround (DA2G) links need to be considered while provisioning
and managing Internet-based services. Moreover, in such SpaceAir-Ground Integrated Networks (SAGIN), the airplanes as
service endpoints are changing their locations in the network
over time. Hence, to always provide cost-efficient and reliable
resource management solutions, routing and service placement
problems, i.e., placement of Virtual Machines (VMs), need to be
constantly solved over time. In this work, we demonstrate the
trade-offs among solutions of different optimization algorithms,
which jointly determine routing, service placement, and service
migrations for flying airplanes in a Space-Air-Ground Integrated
Network. Furthermore, we demonstrate how service networks
dynamically adapt according to moving airplanes.
Index Terms—space-air-ground, mobility, multi-period optimization, migration, placement

I. I NTRODUCTION AND P ROBLEM D ESCRIPTION
Internet-based services, such as video streaming and web
browsing, are offered by more and more airlines today. Additionally, there are operational services that need to communicate to the ground (e.g., monitoring data for flight status). All
these services are hosted by Virtual Machine (VM) instances
located in datacenters (DCs), which are distributed in the
ground network (See Fig. 1). Moreover, each type of service
has different Quality of Service (QoS) requirements (e.g.,
delay), which have to be guaranteed.
Fig. 1 depicts a Space-Air-Ground Integrated Network (SAGIN) [1] where an airplane is flying over the ground network.
The airplane has two Air-To-Ground (A2G) link alternatives in
order to communicate to VMs running in DCs on the ground: i)
Satellite links (e.g., Low Earth Orbit (LEO)) and ii) Direct AirTo-Ground (DA2G) links. Satellite links can provide network
bandwidth globally to the flying airplanes. The satellites relay
the received traffic from the airplanes toward their gateways,
also located in the ground core network (See Fig. 1). As
a second alternative, a DA2G node can establish a direct
connection to the airplane, whenever the distance allows the
communication. The DA2G connection has higher link capacity and lower delay and less cost than satellite connections [2].
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Fig. 1: The Considered Space-Air-Ground Integrated Network.

However, in case of overloaded DA2G connections, satellite
connections may have to be used as alternatives still. In such
a scenario, the placement of the VMs on DCs should not only
consider the available DC resources and their costs, but also
the routing to the satellite gateway, in order to guarantee the
QoS requirements. In order to not interrupt services, interDC VM migrations can adapt the VM placements and the
routing based on the mobility patterns and the future positions
of airplanes. Since VM migrations might be costly in terms
of network bandwidth, energy consumption, etc. [3], also the
cost of VM migrations should be taken into account.
Therefore, by considering the mobility of airplanes (different locations at different time-slots), and the heterogeneity of
the SAGIN architecture, four questions should be addressed:
i) How many VMs of each service type have to be placed on
each DC for each time-slot? ii) Considering bandwidth and
delay requirements, which path should be used for airplaneto-VM communications? iii) Is a VM migration necessary? If
yes, from which DC to which? iv) How to jointly reply to the
aforementioned questions in a cost-efficient manner?
In our previous work [4], we proposed a mathematical
formulation to determine the optimal VM placement, routing,
and required VM migration(s) at each time-slot t ∈ T , where
T is the set of time-slots (i.e., duration) of a flight (see
Fig. 1). Based on the known future positions of airplanes, we
formulated the Mobility-Aware Joint Service Placement and
Routing (MA-JSPR) approach as an Integer Linear Program
(ILP) with the objective of minimizing the total incurred
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Fig. 2: A Screenshot of the Proposed Demonstrator.

long-term cost. We considered the following costs: end-to-end
routing cost from the airplane to the DC, VM deployment cost,
and VM migration cost between DCs when required.
In this demo, we present the Graphical User Interface (GUI)
of our proposed MA-JSPR. This GUI provides a simple and
clear way to demonstrate the optimal routing, VM placement,
and migration decisions during the airplane(s) flight, in a
realistic SAGIN for different scenarios.
II. T HE D EMONSTRATOR
Fig. 2 shows a screenshot of the GUI1 . The GUI can be
grouped into three parts: a realistic European-based SAGIN,
a scenario selection part, and the output part.
A. Realistic European-based SAGIN: The central part depicts a European-based SAGIN map, which contains several
components: a European fixed network interconnecting ground
core nodes (Cost266 [5]), some of them containing DCs [6],
DA2G nodes distributed over Europe [7], a representative
satellite node and its gateway in Rome, Italy [8]. In this
SAGIN, while three airplanes are flying over Europe, the
optimal routing, VM placement and migration decisions at
each t ∈ T are depicted on the map.
B. Scenarios: The upper left side lists three exemplary scenarios differing in three aspects: i) Number of flights over T , ii)
number and location of DCs, and iii) cost values, in particular,
VM deployment, and migration costs.
C. Output: While a number of airplanes (three in Fig. 2) are
flying over Europe, the optimal (pre-computed) solution for
routing, VM placement and migration decisions are visualized
on the GUI. It can be seen how these decisions are adapted
over time, with the minimum incurred cost. Moreover, a delay
monitor (upper chart) shows the end-to-end delay always
below the threshold (80 ms in this case) for all flights. The
lower chart shows the cost comparison of MA-JSPR with
respect to the solution of the State Joint Service Placement
and Routing algorithm (S-JSPR). S-JSPR solves the problem
1 Video

of the Demo: https://wiki.lkn.ei.tum.de/public:sagin demo:start

at each t without considering the whole T . It can be seen that
MA-JSPR can reduce the total cost.
The Presentation: We demonstrate the functionality of the
proposed framework to jointly determine routing, VM placement and migration for one or three airplanes over a timehorizon T = 3.5 hour, ∆t = 0.5 hour. As different particular
scenarios, we focus on varying input costs of VM deployment
and migrations and compare the achieved end-to-end delay
and total costs. We also show how the number of DCs can
affect the output of the framework. The source code of the
presented framework is publicly available.
We believe this demonstration can help airline companies to
try out and evaluate different network resource management
strategies for their network services. Moreover, the approach
can also be applied to other scenarios where networks change
dynamically, such as trains, ships, or self-driving cars.
Leaflet | Tiles courtesy of OpenStreetMap Sweden — Map data © OpenStreetMap
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